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Abstract

Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) can change as a result of surface freshwater forcing (FWF), or internal ocean processes such as

upwelling or advection. At the seasonal scale, SSS should follow FWF by ¼ cycle, or 3 months, if FWF is the primary process

controlling it at the seasonal scale. In this paper we compare the phase relationship between SSS and FWF (i.e. evaporation

minus precipitation over mixed layer depth) over the global (non-Arctic) ocean using in situ SSS and satellite evaporation and

precipitation. We find that instead of the expected 3 month delay between SSS and FWF, the delay is mostly closer to 1-2

months, with SSS peaking too soon relative to FWF. We then compute monthly vertical entrainment and horizontal advection

terms of the upper ocean salinity balance equation and add their contributions to the phase of the FWF. The addition of these

processes to the seasonal upper ocean salinity balance brings the phase difference between SSS and the forcing processes closer

to the expected value. We do a similar computation with the amplitude of the seasonal SSS and the forcing terms, with less

definitive results. The results of this study highlight the important role that ocean processes play in the global freshwater cycle

at the seasonal scale.
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Key Points: 12 

• We examine the seasonal phase relationship between sea surface salinity, surface 13 
freshwater forcing, advection and vertical entrainment 14 

• Sea surface salinity should be 3 months behind the surface freshwater forcing, but we 15 
find it is generally closer to 1-2 months 16 

• The addition of advection and vertical entrainment can rectify the phase and bring the 17 
surface salinity in line with forcing processes 18 

  19 
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Abstract 20 

Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) can change as a result of surface freshwater forcing (FWF), or 21 
internal ocean processes such as upwelling or advection. At the seasonal scale, SSS should 22 
follow FWF by ¼ cycle, or 3 months, if FWF is the primary process controlling it at the seasonal 23 
scale. In this paper we compare the phase relationship between SSS and FWF (i.e. evaporation 24 
minus precipitation over mixed layer depth) over the global (non-Arctic) ocean using in situ SSS 25 
and satellite evaporation and precipitation. We find that instead of the expected 3 month delay 26 
between SSS and FWF, the delay is mostly closer to 1-2 months, with SSS peaking too soon 27 
relative to FWF. We then compute monthly vertical entrainment and horizontal advection terms 28 
of the upper ocean salinity balance equation and add their contributions to the phase of the FWF. 29 
The addition of these processes to the seasonal upper ocean salinity balance brings the phase 30 
difference between SSS and the forcing processes closer to the expected value. We do a similar 31 
computation with the amplitude of the seasonal SSS and the forcing terms, with less definitive 32 
results. The results of this study highlight the important role that ocean processes play in the 33 
global freshwater cycle at the seasonal scale. 34 

Plain Language Summary 35 

Sea surface salinity (SSS) is an indicator of the global cycle of freshwater at the seasonal scale. It 36 
can change in response to surface input of freshwater from rainfall or evaporation, or from 37 
processes internal to the ocean. If SSS were completely controlled by rainfall and evaporation it 38 
would have a seasonal cycle that lags the combination of rainfall and evaporation by 3 months. 39 
However, by studying SSS, evaporation and precipitation, we find that over much of the ocean 40 
the actual lag is closer to 1-2 months. This means that SSS peaks too soon relative to the surface 41 
input/output of freshwater. To understand this further, we compute some terms related to 42 
processes internal to the ocean at the seasonal scale, including the motion of water both 43 
horizontally and vertically. The addition of these terms brings the seasonal cycle of SSS closer to 44 
balance with the processes which can change it. We find that vertical motion is especially 45 
important in this regard. Our study highlights the importance of ocean processes in the global 46 
seasonal balance of freshwater. 47 

1 Introduction 48 

The lower atmosphere and upper ocean are connected through fluxes of freshwater that 49 
freshen or salten the ocean, or add or subtract moisture from the atmosphere through evaporation 50 
and precipitation. These fluxes occur on many different time and space scales, and can help drive 51 
the circulation of both the atmosphere and ocean through the transfer of buoyancy and latent heat 52 
(Huang & Schmitt, 1993). One of the most important time scales for ocean surface freshwater 53 
fluxes is the seasonal (Bingham & Lee, 2017), which is related to such important phenomena as 54 
monsoon circulation and atmospheric rivers (Hoffman et al., 2022). The atmosphere lifts water 55 
off the surface of the ocean on a seasonal basis and carries it either onto land or to a different part 56 
of the ocean. The globally-averaged amplitude of this extraction of water is something like 10 57 
mm of equivlalent sea surface height as measured by ocean mass (Chambers et al., 2004), 58 
altimetry (Minster et al., 1999) or ocean salinity (Bingham et al., 2012). It is likely, however, that 59 
the amplitude of the seasonal extraction is much larger in some regions than others, as the 60 
atmosphere transports water on a seasonal basis from one part of the ocean, say one hemisphere 61 
or ocean basin, to another. 62 
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Because the atmosphere and ocean are so closely connected through freshwater fluxes, 63 
we expect those fluxes to be reflected in the properties of the surface ocean, namely the salinity. 64 
As the ocean surface freshwater flux (evaporation minus precipitation) increases or decreases 65 
throughout the annual cycle, the surface salinity should increase or decrease as well with about a 66 
¼ cycle, or three month, phase delay (Delcroix et al., 1996). This assumes that other ocean 67 
processes are not important on a seasonal time scale. Yu (2011) however, found that other 68 
processes are important for determining surface salinity, particularly Ekman and geostrophic 69 
transport, and vertical mixing/entrainment. So to the extent that the timing and amplitude of 70 
surface salinity changes do not match that of surface freshwater flux, the surface salinity may be 71 
determined by seasonal-scale processes internal to the ocean. 72 

The seasonal cycle of the surface salinity of the ocean (SSS) has been the subject of a 73 
number of studies. On a global scale, patterns of amplitude and phase of the seasonal cycle of 74 
SSS have been presented (Bingham et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2021; Boyer & Levitus, 2002, Song et 75 
al., 2015; Chen et al., 2018) showing regions where the seasonal cycle is strong, i.e. the tropics, 76 
northern and southern Indian Ocean, Amazon and Congo River plumes, the Arctic, etc. SSS 77 
tends to be highest in the late winter / early spring months of March and September (Bingham et 78 
al., 2012). Maps of amplitude and phase have also been presented on a regional level for many 79 
locations, including: the global tropics (Bingham et al., 2021), global subtropics (Gordon et al., 80 
2015), Pacific basin (Bingham et al., 2010), subtropical North Atlantic (Bingham et al., 2014), 81 
Atlantic basin (Levitus, 1986; Sena Martins et al., 2015), tropical Atlantic (Dessier & Donguy, 82 
1994), Indian basin (Köhler et al., 2017), North Indian (Rao & Sivakumar, 2003), and tropical 83 
Indian (Donguy & Meyers, 1996; Maes & O’Kane, 2014). The result of these disparate studies is 84 
that we have a good idea of where the seasonal cycle of SSS is large, and how much variance it 85 
represents, over much of the globe. However, for the most part these studies do not relate the 86 
amplitude and phase of the seasonal cycle to that of the forcing, specifically evaporation minus 87 
precipitation (E-P). 88 

Many other studies present the climatological seasonal balance of SSS as budgets (e.g. 89 
Delcroix et al., 1996; Yu, 2011), indicating the importance of the salinity tendency, gain and loss 90 
of freshwater at the surface, vertical and horizontal mixing, horizontal advection, etc. These are 91 
usually done regionally, in such areas as: the global subtropics (Johnson et al., 2016), tropical 92 
Atlantic (Camara et al., 2015; Da-Allada et al., 2013; Da-Allada et al., 2014; Foltz & McPhaden, 93 
2008; Foltz et al., 2004), subtropical North Atlantic (Dong et al., 2015; Dohan et al., 2015; Farrar 94 
et al., 2015; Foltz & McPhaden, 2008), tropical Indian (Da-Allada et al., 2015; Köhler et al., 95 
2017), south Indian subtropics (Wang et al., 2020), Southern Ocean (Dong et al., 2009), tropical 96 
Pacific (Hasson et al., 2013b; Farrar and Plueddemann, 2019), and South Pacific subtropics 97 
(Hasson et al., 2013a). There are also a couple of studies of the salinity balance of the ocean 98 
globally (Vinogradova & Ponte, 2013; Yu, 2011). In some of these studies, the seasonal cycle is 99 
more or less closed (e.g. Da-Allada et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2015) and in others it is not (e.g. 100 
Wang et al., 2020). When the SSS budget is climatologically closed, we would expect that the 101 
salinity tendency would peak at exactly the same time as the sum of all of the other terms, or we 102 
would expect the SSS itself to peak 3 months, or ¼ cycle after the sum of the other terms 103 
(Delcroix et al., 1996; Reverdin et al., 2007; Bingham et al., 2010). However, this may not be the 104 
case everywhere, as Bingham et al. (2012) found that SSS systematically peaks about 1-2 months 105 
ahead of this expected three month phase delay. 106 
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What we are interested in here is the amplitude and phase relationship between SSS and 107 
surface forcing on a seasonal basis, with additional modulation by internal ocean processes such 108 
as advection and vertical entrainment. Many of the studies just cited do get to this question on a 109 
local level, but not on a global basis in a way we could use to quantify the large-scale movement 110 
of water off of the ocean surface and onto land or to a different part of the ocean. As a typical 111 
example, Foltz and McPhaden (2008) examine the SSS balance in three areas in the tropical and 112 
subtropical North Atlantic. They compare the salinity tendency with the sum of vertical 113 
advection, horizontal advection and surface moisture flux in these areas. The results are mixed. 114 
In one area, in the central subtropical ocean, there is little seasonal variability of any of these 115 
quantities. In the other two areas, the western and tropical ocean, there are robust seasonal 116 
cycles, with the amplitude of the tendency being similar to those of the sum of the other terms. 117 
Most importantly for this work, there is a phase offset. The tendency peaks about 2 months 118 
earlier than the sum of the other terms. Phase offsets like this are common in these kinds of SSS 119 
seasonal budget evaluation studies (e.g. Dong et al., 2008, Hasson et al., 2013b). 120 

As mentioned above, the phase and amplitude of the annual cycle of SSS or its tendency 121 
has been displayed in many studies, but there has been little attempt to systematically relate these 122 
to that of the forcing or other terms in the upper ocean salinity balance. Bingham et al. (2012) did 123 
try this, and found, as mentioned above, a systematic offset of about 1-2 months between peak 124 
SSS and peak surface forcing, versus the expected 3 months. They also found that the amplitude 125 
of the SSS seasonal cycle was larger than that of the surface forcing. This study was done with a 126 
crude, pre-satellite SSS field and mostly pre-Argo dataset. The SSS seasonal cycle has become 127 
much better understood over the past decade with the advent of satellite measurement of SSS 128 
(Yu et al., 2021; Vinogradova et al., 2019). This and improved precipitation (Skofronick-Jackson 129 
et al., 2018) and evaporation (Yu et al., 2007) datasets make it timely to examine the seasonal 130 
phase and amplitude relationships between SSS, surface freshwater forcing (FWF) and internal 131 
ocean processes. Of these two, we find the phase relationship more interesting and 132 
understandable from the datasets we have. 133 

2 Data and Methods 134 

The purpose of this study is to determine the phase relationship between SSS and other 135 
terms of the salinity balance equation, i.e. surface freshwater forcing, advection and vertical 136 
entrainment. Thus we need to detail the data sources, method for computing the terms, and the 137 
method for computing the seasonal harmonics. The upper ocean salinity balance equation can be 138 
expressed in many forms. We follow the simple formulation of Bingham et al. (2010) and 139 
Delcroix et al. (1996), i.e. 140 

!"
!#
= "!(%&')

)
− 𝑢$⃗ ⋅ ∇𝑆 − 𝑤 !"

!*
 (1) 141 

where S is the upper ocean salinity, t is time, S0 is a reference value of S set to 35, E is 142 
evaporation, P is precipitation, h is the mixed-layer depth, 𝑢$⃗  the horizontal velocity, w the 143 
vertical velocity and z the vertical coordinate. The first term on the right-hand-side of (1) is the 144 
FWF, the second term is advection and the third is the vertical entrainment. We will estimate 145 
these terms on a global basis using in situ and satellite data and determine their seasonal 146 
harmonics. 147 
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2.1 Data sources 148 

The datasets we used were: 149 

• A gridded in situ salinity product derived from Argo floats (the “RG” data; Roemmich & 150 
Gilson, 2009). This is a monthly product on a 1°X1° grid.  151 

• OAFlux evaporation (Yu & Weller, 2007). 152 

• MIMOC mixed layer depth (Monthly Isopycnal and Mixed-layer Ocean Climatology; 153 
Schmidtko et al., 2013). This is a climatology, not a time series. We tried some other time 154 
series mixed layer products but found them not useful for our purposes. 155 

• GPM IMERG precipitation (Skofronick-Jackson et al., 2018). 156 

• OSCAR (Ocean Surface Current Analyses Real-time) surface velocity (Bonjean & 157 
Lagerloef, 2002). 158 

• Ekman upwelling produced by the NOAA Coastwatch program. These are monthly 0.25° 159 
values of vertical velocity at the surface derived from wind stress data.  160 

 161 

We averaged all data to a monthly 1° grid, with latitude ranging from 63°S to 64°N. The salinity 162 
and evaporation data were initially available every degree centered on half degree increments, 163 
and we regridded it to be centered on whole degree increments. The mixed layer depth data was 164 
available every half degree and we subsampled the points centered on whole degrees to get a 165 
consistent grid. 166 

2.2 Computing seasonal harmonics 167 

For the SSS, the FWF, and the FWF combined with advection and entrainment, we 168 
calculated the harmonics in the same way, following Bingham et al. (2010) and Yu et al. (2021). 169 
We looped through all latitude and longitude values on the worldwide 1° grid and pulled out the 170 
time series at each location. We computed a regression on the annual and semiannual harmonics 171 
combined for each time series. The regression returned 5 coefficients, which we used to calculate 172 
the amplitude and phase of the annual and semiannual harmonics. We also calculated the r2 value 173 
for both the annual and semiannual harmonic at each point, using the variance of the time series 174 
and of the annual and semiannual fits. We then calculated the f-statistic from the r2 values, and 175 
the cumulative f-distribution from that. We considered fits with cumulative f-distribution values 176 
greater than 0.9 and with more than a year of total data points at a location significant. The vast 177 
majority of semiannual harmonic fits were not significant and we focus on annual harmonic 178 
results in this paper. The results of this computation are the annual phase and amplitude of the fit 179 
at each location, as well as whether the fit is significant. An example is shown in Figure 1, with 180 
original SSS, entrainment/advection and FWF data and the harmonic fits. 181 

Suppose that the salinity is a seasonally-varying sine function and the tendency is 182 
completely balanced by a seasonally-varying FWF. S is then expressed as 183 

 184 

𝑆 = 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑) (2) 185 
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where 𝜔 is 2𝜋	𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟, 𝜑 is the phase, t the time, and A the amplitude. The FWF 186 
is 187 

𝐹𝑊𝐹 = 𝐵𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 + ∅) (3) 188 

where B is the amplitude of the FWF and ∅ is a different phase. Taking the derivative of 189 

S with respect to time, and setting !"
!#

 and FWF equal to each other, we get 190 

𝐴𝜔 cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑) = 𝐵𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 + ∅) (4) 191 

In order for this to balance we have to have ∅ = 𝜑 + +
,
. That is, the FWF leads S by ¼ 192 

cycle. We also have 193 

𝐴 = -
.

 (5) 194 

So if we plot A, the amplitude of S vs. B, the amplitude of FWF, the slope should be 195 
1/𝜔, i.e. 1/2𝜋. 196 

 197 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1: (a) Data (orange) and harmonic fit (blue) of SSS at grid point centered at 8°S 55°E. (b) Same as (a) but for 198 
FWF. (c) Same as (a) but for FWF combined with advection and entrainment. 199 

 200 

2.3 Computing advection and entrainment 201 

We calculated horizontal advection using the ocean velocity data set and the surface 202 
salinity. Horizontal advection is defined as the dot product of the surface velocity vector and the 203 
surface salinity gradient (equation 1). The OSCAR product consists of zonal and meridional 204 
components. Its time resolution is every 5 days, so we calculated monthly averages by directly 205 
averaging all the components separately at a given location in a given month. The grid for ocean 206 
velocity was at a 1° resolution and centered on every half degree. To calculate the dot product we 207 
needed the meridional and zonal partial derivatives of the surface salinity. The zonal partial 208 
derivative was calculated as the difference between the salinity at each grid point minus the 209 
salinity at the grid point with the previous longitude value, divided by the difference between 210 
them. This changed the centering in just the longitudinal direction to every half degree, so we 211 
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regridded in the latitudinal direction so every point was centered on the half degree in both 212 
directions, to be consistent with the velocity data. We calculated the meridional derivative in the 213 
same manner, finding the difference between points with different latitudes along longitude lines, 214 
dividing by distance, and regridding to every half degree. We then calculated advection at every 215 
half degree by multiplying the zonal and meridional components of the salinity gradient and the 216 
surface velocity, and finally regridded the advection to be centered on every whole degree. 217 

The mean advection (Figure 2b) indicates the transformation of surface water as it flows 218 
from one part of the ocean to another. It is generally small compared to the surface forcing 219 
(Figure 2a) and vertical entrainment (Figure 2c), though it can be larger locally. It is large within 220 
intense western boundary currents such as the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio and Brazil-Malvinas 221 
Confluence, and also in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current at 35-45°S. It results in both 222 
freshening and saltening of the surface layer.  There are bands of alternating impacts in the 223 
tropics. 224 

We define vertical entrainment as the seasonal vertical velocity multiplied by the average 225 
vertical salinity gradient added to the seasonal vertical salinity gradient multiplied by the average 226 
vertical velocity. 227 

𝑆
𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑧 = 𝑤/ 𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑧
GGGG

+ 𝑤H
𝜕𝑆/

𝜕𝑧  228 

To calculate the vertical velocity we combined the upwelling and the vertical motion of 229 
the mixed layer base.  230 

𝑤/ = 𝑤% +
𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝑡  231 

where we is the Ekman upwelling velocity. 232 

We subsampled the upwelling velocity grid to get upwelling values at whole degrees in 233 
the latitude range we were interested in. There was one month of data, August 2013, that has 234 
obviously incorrect values so we set that those values to null. To calculate the vertical motion of 235 
the mixed layer base at each location we subtracted the previous month’s value from the current 236 
month’s value and divided by the length of time in between the two time indices in seconds. This 237 
changed the centering in time so we then averaged every two monthly values again to get back to 238 
centering in the middle of months. We then combined the upwelling and vertical motion of the 239 
mixed layer base to get the vertical velocity. Because only water moving up into the mixed layer 240 
from below changes the salinity of the water in the mixed layer (Kraus & Turner, 1967; Yu, 241 
2011), we only included positive vertical velocity in our calculations. We set all negative 242 
(downward) vertical velocity values to zero.We took the mean at each location across all the 243 
years analyzed for the average vertical velocity. We define entrainment as a change in salinity, 244 
not a movement of water. 245 

For the vertical salinity gradient we compared the salinity at the surface and 30 m below 246 
the average mixed layer depth at each location from the RG data (Bingham et al., 2010). For the 247 
average gradient at each grid point we took the mean of the salinity at the surface minus the 248 
mean below the mixed layer depth, divided by the distance of 30m below the mixed layer depth. 249 
For the seasonal vertical salinity gradient we also subtracted the salinity 30m below the mixed 250 
layer depth from the surface salinity and divided by depth, with the salinity still varying in time. 251 
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 252 

𝜕𝑆′
𝜕𝑧 =

𝑆(0) − 𝑆(𝑀𝐿𝐷 + 30)
𝑀𝐿𝐷 + 30  253 

The average entrainment (Fig. 2c) shows that this process largely acts to increase the 254 
salinity of the mixed layer. It is especially large in the tropics, on the eastern and western 255 
boundary of the tropical Pacific and in the Indian Ocean. There are some areas, specifically in 256 
the mid-latitude ocean subtropics where entrainment acts to freshen the mixed layer, where it is 257 
underlain by fresher water. The magnitude of this is small compared to the intense upwelling of 258 
salty water that occurs in the tropics (McCreary & Lu, 1994). 259 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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Figure 2: (a) Map of average FWF over the full time span analyzed, October 2009 to September 261 
2020. Color indicates PSS-78/s with scale at right. For reference, 1.0 X 10-7 PSS-78/s is equal to 262 
3.2 PSS-78/year. (b) Same as (a) but for average advection and an inverted color scale so that red 263 
still indicates increasing salinity and blue indicates decreasing salinity. (c) Same as (b) but for 264 
average entrainment.  265 

 266 

2.4 Computing forcing 267 

As stated above, the mixed layer depth values are from a monthly average climatology. 268 
The picture of mean FWF (Figure 2a) can be compared to that of Schanze et al. (2010), who 269 
showed a very similar map of E-P. Large areas of excess precipitation are seen in the 270 
intertropical convergence zone in the Pacific and Atlantic, the South Pacific Convergence zone 271 
in the western South Pacific, the tropical Indian Ocean and at high latitudes. Excess evaporation 272 
occurs over large areas of the mid-latitude subtropics. 273 

2.5 Computation of histograms 274 

We computed the area of every one degree box within the latitude and longitude ranges 275 
we are using in order to normalize the histograms by area. Each histogram shows normalized 276 
areas of the ocean where the phase peaks in various months. We only plot areas with statistically 277 
significant fits, and both the significance and the area are considered separated for the salinity, 278 
the forcing, and the forcing combined with advection and entrainment. 279 
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3 Results 280 

 281 

  282 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 3: (a) Scatterplot comparison of harmonic phase (month of peak) for RG data vs. FWF. Each symbol is for 283 
one (1°) grid point, with symbols plotted only where there is a significant fit for both RG data and FWF. Colors of 284 
symbols indicate latitude of each point with scale at bottom. A black line indicates a 3 month lag between SSS and 285 
the FWF term. It shows the correspondence expected if the FWF totally determined the SSS. (b) Same as (a) but for 286 
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RG data vs. FWF combined with advection. (c) Same as (a) but for RG data vs. FWF combined with entrainment. 287 
(d) Same as (a) but for RG data vs. FWF combined with advection and entrainment. 288 

The four scatterplots in Figure 3 show the annual phase of the surface salinity compared 289 
to the annual phase of various combinations of forcing terms. Figure 3a(b,c,d) has 18402 (10119, 290 
17387, 9351) points. Adding in both advection and entraintment causes fewer locations within 291 
the ocean to have statistically significant annual harmonic fits. 292 

Comparing just SSS and the FWF (Figure 3a) the majority of the global ocean does not 293 
have the FWF peaking with the expected 3 month phase lead over SSS. That is, one would 294 
expect the cloud of dots in Figure 3a to be centered around the black lines, which indicate 3 295 
months of phase lag. Instead, the SSS systematically peaks too early in most areas by 1-2 296 
months. This agrees with the result of Bingham et al. (2012). Another interesting aspect to the 297 
distribution shown is that for most of the ocean SSS peaks in the spring in either hemisphere. 298 
This can also be seen in the maps of Bingham et al. (2012) and Yu et al. (2021). 299 

Adding in other terms of the salinity balance equation can change the picture. 300 
Considering FWF minus advection (Figure 3b), the cloud of points in the figure does not move 301 
much. Vertical entrainment has more impact. Including entrainment both by itself and along with 302 
advection does move the clusters of points closer to being centered around the 3-month expected 303 
lag. This suggests that entrainment does more than advection to delay the phase of the ocean’s 304 
response to FWF. Grid points in the high latitude southern hemisphere largely have a salinity 305 
peak in austral spring, a forcing peak in late winter, and a forcing combined with advection and 306 
entrainment peak in early to mid winter. Grid points in the tropics have a salinity peak in boreal 307 
spring and a forcing peak in late winter, which does not change as much as some other areas of 308 
the ocean when considering advection and entrainment. This could have to do with the fact that 309 
there are fewer significant harmonic fits in the tropics overall. In the high latitude northern 310 
hemisphere salinity peaks in early boreal spring, forcing peaks in late winter, and forcing 311 
combined with advection and entrainment peaks in early winter. 312 
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 313 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 4: (a) Scatterplot comparison of seasonal first harmonic amplitude for RG vs. FWF. Each symbol is for one 314 
grid point, with symbols plotted only where there is a significant fit for both RG and FWF. Colors of symbols 315 
indicate latitude of each point with scale at bottom. A black line shows the correspondence expected if the FWF 316 
totally determined the SSS, i.e. with a slope of 1/2p. (b) Same as (a) but for RG vs. FWF combined with advection. 317 
(c) Same as (a) but for Argo SIO vs. FWF combined with entrainment. (d) Same as (a) but for RG vs. FWF 318 
combined with advection and entrainment. 319 

The scatter plots in Figure 4 are formatted in the same manner as Figure 3, but with the annual 320 
harmonic amplitude plotted for surface salinity and various combinations of forcing terms. The 321 

black line shows the expected slope of 0
,+

. The patterns in amplitude are much less clear than the 322 

patterns in phase. While none of the scatter plots show the straightforward correspondence 323 
predicted by the salinity balance equation, it seems that when not including advection (Figures 324 
3a,c) there are more areas of the ocean which have a greater seasonal variation in surface salinity 325 
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than would be expected given the freshwater forcing and entrainment. When advection is 326 
included there are more areas of the ocean which have a smaller than expected seasonal salinity 327 
amplitude given the amplitude of the forcing terms including advection. In addition, adding in 328 
advection causes the cloud of points to visually spread less out from the expected line in the 329 
scatter plots above. The relationship of amplitude to horizonal advection requires additional 330 
research and this paper focuses largely on phase, but it is noteworthy that vertical mixing seems 331 
to affect phase more and horizonal advection seems to affect amplitude more. Unlike with the 332 
phase, clear patterns with amplitude do not emerge as a function of latitude. 333 

 334 

 335 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure 5: (a) Map of difference between FWF phase and RG phase (months FWF peaks before SSS peaks). Color 336 
indicates months with scale at right. Locations are only plotted where there is a significant fit for both RG and FWF. 337 
If the FWF totally determined the SSS, the value of the difference would be 3 months. (b) Same as (a) but for RG 338 
phase minus FWF combined with advection phase. (c) Same as (a) but for RG phase minus FWF combined with 339 
entrainment phase. (d) Same as (a) but for RG phase minus FWF combined with advection and entrainment phase. 340 

 341 

The maps in Figure 5 show in more detail where in the ocean there are statistically significant 342 
seasonal harmonics, and where the difference between the phase of sea surface salinity and 343 
various forcing terms is close to the expected 3 months. In all of these plots there are relatively 344 
few significant fits around the equator and between 20° S and 40° S. The expected 3 month 345 
difference is in green. For the comparison between SSS and FWF only, large deviations from 346 
that occur in the eastern tropical basins, especially the Pacific, the Arabian Sea, a band around 347 
20°N in the subtropical North Atlantic and a few other scattered locations (Figure 5a). When we 348 
include advection (Figure 5b) the number of locations with significant fits decreases sharply, 349 
mainly in the eastern tropical Pacific and Southern Ocean. Adding entrainment (Figure 5c) 350 
brings many areas closer to the 3 month expected difference, especially in the subtropical South 351 
Pacific and western and northern North Pacific. Finally, the inclusion of all terms (Figure 5d) 352 
reduces the number of areas with significant fits, but shows that more areas have phase 353 
differences close to 3 months. 354 

 355 
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(d) 

Figure 6: (a) Map of ratio of FWF amplitude to RG amplitude. Color indicates PSS-78 per year/PSS-78 with scale 356 
at right. Locations are only plotted where there is a significant fit for both RG and FWF. If the FWF totally 357 
determined the SSS, the value of the ratio would be 2𝜋. (b) Same as (a) but for FWF combined with advection 358 
amplitude to RG amplitude. (c) Same as (a) but for FWF combined with entrainment amplitude to RG amplitude. (d) 359 
Same as (a) but for FWF combined with advection and entrainment amplitude to RG amplitude. 360 

 361 

Figure 6 shows the amplitude ratio of various forcing terms to salinity where there are significant 362 
annual harmonic fits. The expected ratio is 2𝜋, i.e. orange in the color scale of the maps. Unilike 363 
the maps of phase difference (Figure 5), the amplitude ratios are highly variable. In many areas 364 
the amplitude of the forcing terms is large compared to SSS (e.g. the northwestern North Pacific, 365 
or the South Pacific Convergence Zone in the western South Pacific). In other areas the SSS has 366 
a large amplitude compared to the forcing (e.g. the tropical Atlantic). Adding advection and 367 
entrainment does not bring amplitude ratios closer to the expected value (Figures 6b-d). 368 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7: (a) Area where FWF (bottom bars) and SSS (top bars) are maximum for the annual 369 
harmonic for different months. Latitude ranges are shown as different colors as indicated in the 370 
legends. The units are area normalized by the total area with significant fit. (b) Same as (a) but 371 
for FWF combined with advection. (c) Same as (a) but for FWF combined with entrainment. (d) 372 
Same as (a) but for FWF combined with advection and entrainment. Note that the upper set of 373 
bars is the same for each panel. 374 

The area where SSS and various forcing terms peak is shown in Figure 7. As seen in the 375 
scatterplots of Figure 3, SSS peaks in mainly in March and September. This is true for all 376 
latitude ranges. For high southern latitudes (dark blue bars) there is a clear peak in September - 377 
spring. In the tropics (30°S-30°N, red bars) the peaks are in both March and September, but with 378 
less seasonal variation. For higher northern latitudes (yellow bars) the peak is in February and 379 
March, i.e. late winter/early spring. 380 

With just FWF and no ocean dynamics (Figure 6a, lower bars) the FWF peaks in January 381 
and July. The July peak is associated with high southern latitudes (purple bars). In the tropics 382 
(green bars) the peaks are in January and July, and in higher northern latitudes, the peaks are in 383 
January. The higher latitude peaks indicate maxima in E-P possibly due to intense evaporation 384 
that occurs in western boundary current regions such as the Gulf Stream or Kuroshio in winter 385 
(Large & Yeager, 2009; Hsiung, 1986). 386 
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As ocean dynamics are added (Figure 7b-d) the peaks in forcing shift to earlier months. 387 
The July peak in panel a especially shifts back in time to June when entrainment is included 388 
(panels c and d) but not as much for only advection (panel b). The January peak in panel a shifts 389 
back to December/January with the inclusion of entrainment and (to a lesser extent) advection. 390 
These shifts are visible at all latitude ranges. 391 

 392 

4 Discussion 393 

We have computed annual harmonics of various terms of the upper ocean salinity balance 394 
equation, focusing mainly on the phase relationship between the terms and the salinity itself. We 395 
briefly discuss the relationship of the amplitudes (Figures 4 and 6), but find much less definitive 396 
results and leave more in-depth study of that for future work. 397 

For much of the ocean, where there is a significant annual cycle of SSS, it peaks in the 398 
spring at higher latitudes and in March and September in the tropics (Figures 3 and 7). As a 399 
whole, this timing of the peak of SSS is likely related to the timing of the peak of E-P, which 400 
mainly occurs in the winter at higher latitudes and in January or July in lower latitudes (Figure 401 
7a lower bars). In gross, this freshening and saltening of the surface ocean associated with 402 
evaporation and precipitation define the major part of the global water cycle (Schanze et al., 403 
2010). This cycle extracts water from the ocean surface and moves it via the atmosphere from 404 
one part of the ocean to another, or from ocean to land, only to have it return to the surface ocean 405 
via rainfall or river runoff. The opposite phasing of the tropics and high latitudes suggests an 406 
intrahemispheric seasonal transfer of water with fresh water moving poleward in summer, and 407 
equatorward in winter. Mean global transport of freshwater has been observed and reported on 408 
(Wijffels et al., 1992; Sohail et al., 2022), but not so with the seasonal cycle. The magnitude of 409 
this seasonal movement of water and its mechanisms are important subjects for future study. 410 

The freshwater forcing has a clear annual cycle over many parts of the ocean, but is in 411 
many places out of balance with the SSS tendency (Figure 5a). When we add in advection and 412 
entrainment, other terms on the right-hand-side of equation (1), the phase does rectify and get 413 
closer to matching with that of the SSS. However, we also find that areas with large seasonal 414 
variability become not statistically significant. This is most true with regions that are out of 415 
balance. That is, many of the areas that are pink and brown in Figure 5a, disappear in Figures 5b-416 
d, especially due to advection (Figure 5b). Advection therefore has the effect of moving water 417 
out of regions that are strongly seasonal in terms of forcing, and smearing the annual cycle out. 418 

The main conclusion of this paper is that ocean dynamics are required to make the 419 
seasonal balance of terms in the upper ocean salinity/freshwater budget close in terms of timing. 420 
In particular, vertical entrainment plays a major role in rectifying the seasonal cycle of SSS 421 
relative to FWF. As the mixed layer base deepens in fall and winter as part of its annual cycle, it 422 
mixes water from the interior into the surface. In the tropics, much of the underlying water is 423 
saltier than that at the surface due to the presence of subtropical underwater (O’Connor et al., 424 
2005; Shcmitt & Blair, 2015), so this process increases the salinity of the mixed layer. As such, 425 
the results presented here highlight the importance of the subtropical cell of McCreary & Lu 426 
(1994) in the global water cycle. Unfortunately, there are no observations of the seasonal 427 
variability of the subtropical cell, and little understanding of the role that this cell might play in 428 
the seasonal motion of freshwater.  429 
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 430 

Data Availablility Statement: 431 

Data used in this paper can be obtained from the following sources: 432 

• RG Argo Data https://sio-argo.ucsd.edu/RG_Climatology.html 433 

• OAFlux evaporation https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/oaflux-objectively-434 
analyzed-air-sea-fluxes-global-oceans 435 

• MIMOC mixed layer depth https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/mimoc/ 436 

• GPM IMERG precipitation  https://gpm.nasa.gov/data/imerg 437 

• OSCAR surface velocity https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/dataset/OSCAR_L4_OC_third-deg 438 

• NOAA Coastwatch Ekman upwelling 439 
https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/griddap/erdQAstressmday.html 440 
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